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This document is the second volume of a two-volume technical report on NASA contract
NAS 1-10824, "Two-Dimensional Wind Tunnel Tests of the NASA Supercritical Airfoil With Various
High-Lift Systems," awarded to The Boeing Company in May 1971. While this volume is complete
in itself as a data report, it is also intended to complement volume 1, which presents the evaluation
and analysis portion of the contract study.
Tile data presented in this volume include:
• Aerodynamic data in the form of C_ versus c_, C d, and Cm0.25c
• Surface pressures in the form of Cp versus x/c
• Boundaryqayer and wake profiles of a single-slotted flap configuration
Tables of the locations of boundary-layer transition and separation obtained through flow
visualization
This volume also includes discussions of:
• Wind tunnel models
• Test facilities and instrumentation














All geometric airfoil parameters defined below are illustrated in figure 1.
AR wing aspect ratio
c airfoil reference chord length, meters
c' camber-line length of a deployed high-lift system measured from the wing leading
edge (0,0) to the trailing edge of the last flap component, meters
camber-line length of a deployed trailing-edge flap, meters
chord length of a retracted flap, meters
chord length of a deployed leading-edge device, meters
section drag coefficient, C d = D/q_S
wing induced-drag coefficient
increment in drag due to buoyancy force
section lift coefficient, C£ = L/q_S
maximum lift coefficient an airfoil configuration generates as angle of attack is varied
wing lift coefficient
section pitching moment coefficient about a moment center located at (0.25c, 0),
Cm0.25c = m/q_Sc
Cp pressure coefficient, (PL " P_)/%o
D drag, newtons
G slot gap size, meters
11 wind tunnel test section height, meters











local static pressure, newtons per square meter
local total pressure, newtons per square meter
total pressure at the outer edge of wake or boundary layer, newtons per square meter
freestream static pressure, newtons per square meter
"3
freestream dynamic pressure, %0 = Poo Uoo"/2, newtons per square meter
Reynolds number based on airfoil reference chord length
S arc length, meters
airfoil maxmmm thickness, meters
U
Uo_
local velocity (see eq. ( 1 ) and fig. B2), meters per second
freestream velocity, meters per second
Up
U e
local potential velocity (see eq. (2J and fig. B21, meters per second
velocity at the outer edge of the wake or boundary layer (see fig. B2), meters per
second
x,y horizontal and vertical cartesian coordinates, meters




airfoil component overlap measured parallel to the chord line of the most forward of
two overlapping components, meters





airfoil angle of attack, degrees
wing induced angle of attack, degrees
boundary-layer thickness, meters
trailing-edge flap deflection measured from the wing chord line to the flap component
chord line, degrees
6feq equivalent plain flap deflection angle" the deflection of a plain flap having the same
chord and producing the same potential flow lift as a deployed slotted trailing-edge
flap, degrees
8_e deflection of a leading-edge device measured from the wing chord line to the device
chord line, degrees
boundary-layer displacement thickness, meters
boundary-layer momentum thickness, meters
PI_O
local fluid density, kilograms per cubic meter
freestream density, kilograms per cubic meter
4 it.
TEST SETUP AND DATA REDUCTION
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The wind tunnel model was machined of 4340 steel, heat treated to 112.5 kN/m 2 (160,000
psi) for tile basic section and SAE 06 tool steel, heat treated to 105.5 kN/m 2 (150,000 psi) for tile
high-lift devices to achieve the strength necessary for proposed future high Reynolds number testing.
The 0.6096-m (24-in.) chord by 0.9144-m (36-in.) span basic model (fig. 2) was built with detach-
able leading and trailing edges to allow incorporation of combinations of high-lift devices. Tile con-
tours of the model components were maintained at tolerance levels of +0.025 mm (-+0.001 in.) near
the leading edge and -+0.076 mm (-+0.003 in.)elsewhere on the model. An 8.13 micron (32 _tin.)
finish was maintained on the surface of the model parts. The ordinates of the model components are
presented in tables 1 through 6.
The high-lift devices, when tested, were mounted in tile tunnel by attaching them to the turn-
tables using steel end plates (fig. 3) so the flow over the model would be affected as little as possible
by the attachment system. The leading-edge slats and the vane of the trailing-edge flaps were equipped
with brackets at 335_ and 675_ span, in addition to the end plates, to restrict the deflections at mid-
span due to aerodynamic loads. The brackets (fig. 4) were constructed such that they were kept as far
as possible from the slot entrances to minimize their effects on slot flow.
All of the model components contain a chordwise array of surface static pressure orifices along
the centerline of the model, in addition, models A, B, and C (with the exception of the vane), con-
tain chordwise arrays of surface static pressure orifices located 50.8 and 101.6 mm (2 and 4 in.)
from the tunnel wall to verify two-dimensionality. All three models also contained spanwise arrays
of surface static pressure orifices. The locations of the orifices in all of the model components are
listed in table 7.
TEST FACILITIES
Wind Tunnel
The tests were conducted in tile Boeing research wind tunnel (BRWT) at aeattle. The BRWT is
a single-return closed-circuit tunnel designed and built as a two-dimensional high-lift test facility. The
test section of BRWT is 0.9144 m (36 in.) wide by 2.4384 m (96 in.) high and has a length of
6.0961 m (20 ft). The contraction ratio of tile tunnel bellmouth is 12.1 to 1. The wind tunnel is
vented to atmospheric pressure immediately aft of the test section. The freestream turbulence level




with thebalancecenter,to varytheangleof attackof themodel.
Two-stagewallboundary-layercontrol(BLC)wasappliedby meansof tangential blowing up-
stream of the model and at critical locations on the turntables to ensure two-dimensional flow over
the model. A layout of the model/turntable/BLC system is shown oll figure 6.
Instrumentation
The two primary instrumentation modes used during the test were the balance and the pressure
measurement system.
Located below the test section is a six-component external strain-gage balance that was used for
measuring the forces and moments on the model. The model and turntable assembly were attached
to the balance box beam by means of a box-beam stanchion arrangement on both sides of the test
section (fig. 7). The balance was used to measure the aerodynamic lift, drag, and pitching moment
acting oll the model. Since the balance drag measurements include the skin friction drag of the turn-
tables, their measurements are only used for backup. Accurate drag measurements were made with
an integrating wake rake.
The pressure measurement systems used during the test consisted of the integrating wake rake
and the surface static pressure orifices.
The integrating wake rake (fig. 6) consists of a vertical row of small-diameter total-pressure
tubes having high line loss and vented to a common plenum. The difference between the pressure in
the common plenum and freestream total pressure has been calibrated against drag values calculated
on the basis of static and total-pressure surveys through the wake. Hence, measurements of this pres-
sure difference readily yield an accurate measurement of profile drag. The wake rake was located 2.5
model chords aft of the model leading edge and was remotely positioned vertically such that the rake
was centered on the wake. The rake was also traversed spanwise such that the drag could be averaged
across the span.
Transducers coupled with scanivalves were used for the measurement of the surface static pres-
sures on the model components. The tunnel test section total and static pressures were measured
using permanently installed transducers that were calibrated frequently during the test.
Measurement of the geometric angle of the model was achieved by use of a potentiometer. The
tunnel total temperature was measured by means of a chromel-alumel thermocouple.
Themeasurementsof theboundarylayerandwakediscussedunder"'DataReduction"and
presentedinappendixA weremadeusingpitot andstaticpressureprobesandahot-wireanemometer
A flattenedpitot probewasusedfor theboundary-layersurvey,andaround-tippitot tubeof 1.02mn
(0.04in.)outsidediameterand0.76mm(0.03ill.) insidediameterwasusedfor thewakesurvey
(fig.8).Thesetwo probeswerestackedinarakefashionandmountedonatraversingdrivemechan-




streamof thehemisphericaltip of theprobe.
A constant-temperaturehot-wireanemometerwasusedto measurevelocitieswhereflowangu-





The airfoil section aerodynamic data presented in this volume consists of the section lift, drag,
and pitching moment data for each of the models tested (app. A); the boundary-layer and wake data
obtained on model B (app. B); and the surface pressure distribution on the airfoil section components
of each model (app. C}. The data logs, tables 8 through 11, contain details of the configurations for
which the data are presented.
The section lift and pitching moment coefficients presented in the figures of appendix A are
the corrected balance data. The corrections applied to these data are discussed under "Data Reduc-
tion." The section drag coefficients presented are the data obtained using the integrating wake rake.
The force and moment data for the basic airfoil section (model A) are presented in figures A1,
A2, and A3. Figures A4 through A6 present the force and moment data obtained on the single-
slotted flap configuration (model B). The double-slotted flap configuration with slat 1 (model C)
data are presented in figures A7 through A 16. The force and moment data for the triple-slotted
trailifig-edge flap configuration with slat 2 (model D) or with slat 1 are presented in figures A 17
through A26.
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Therelationshipsof theforceandmomentfiguresto thevariousstudiesin tilewindtunneltest
arepresentedin tableA I. The boundary-layer transition locations determined by the sublimation
technique using a kerosene-kaolin mixture oil the various model configurations are presented in
table A2.
Boundary-Layer Data
The boundary-layer and wake data obtained on the single-slotted flap configuration (model B)
are presented in figures B1 through B16. The significant test parameters are presented in table BI.
The location of the wake/boundary-layer survey stations and a schematic of tile various wake/
boundary-layer components are presented in figures B1 and B2, respectively. The local "potential
velocity" distribution obtained from the measured local static pressure and the wake/boundary-
layer edge total pressure at tile survey locations are presented in figures B3, B4, and B5. The varia-
tion of the potential velocity along tile upper surface of the flap is presented in figure B6. The wake/
boundary-layer velocity profiles, nondimensionalized with the local potential velocity, are presented
in figures B7, B8, and Bg. Tile velocities measured with the hot-wire anemometer and pitot and
static probes at the three survey stations where the static pressure variation is significant are presented
in figures BIO, B11, and BI2.
The variations of displacement thickness, momentum thickness, and shape factor of the bound-
ary layer along the upper surface of the flap and the wake over tile flap are presented in figures BI 3,
B 14, and B15. The variations of the boundary-layer displacement thickness and momentum thick-
ness in the cove of the wing are presented in figure B 16.
Surface Pressure Data
Tile pressure distributions on tile airfoil components are presented in figures C I through C29.
The data consist of the corrected surface static pressure data obtained on the four models tested. The
manner in which these data were corrected is discussed in the next section.
The pressure data for the basic airfoil (model A) are presented in figures CI through C4. Figures
C5, C6, and C7 present the pressure data for the single-slotted flap configuration (model B). The
double-slotted flap configuration with slat 1 (model C) data are presented in figures C8 through C18.
The pressure data for the triple-slotted flap configuration with slat 2 (model D) or with slat 1 are
presented in figures CI 9 through C29.
The relationships of the pressure figures to tile various studies in tile wind tunnel test are pre-
sented in table CI.
DATAREDUCTION
Corrections to Force, bloment, and Pressure Data
The acquired data, discussed in tile previous section, were corrected for wind tunnel boundary
effects and test apparatus characteristics. These corrections have been vcrified, where applicable, by
an accurate potentiaMlow analysis and are considered applicable to the high-lift configurations inves-
tigated in this test.
The wind tunnel boundary corrections that have been applied include:
• Corrections to the freestream dynamic pressure due to solid and wake blockage
• Lift, pitching moment, and angle-of-attack corrections due to the effects of floor and
ceiling constraints on streamline curvature
• Compressibility effects for freestream dynamic pressure
Other corrections that have been applied are:
• Balance interactions obtained by experimental calibrations
Lift and pitching-moment corrections due to the reactions of turntable blowing boundary-
layer control obtained experimentally at wind-off conditions
Wall boundary-layer control effects on the tunnel freestream dynamic and static pressures.
which were also obtained experimentally
The corrections that were considered but not applied are:
The buoyancy force, which for this test has a negligible effect on the freestream dynamic
pressure and the drag (ACdB = 0.0002)
The boundary effects on the model pressure distribution, which is negligible if the chord
of the model is less than 0.7 tunnel height as was the case for this test (chord/height = 0.25)
The induced angle of attack caused by the trailing vortices that are shed in the wall
boundary layer
Wake/Boundary-LayerDataReduction
Dueto thenatureof theflow fieldin theimmediateregionof theflap,wherethewakeand
boundary-layermeasurementsweretaken,specialconsiderationhadto begivenin thereductionof
thedata.Thestaticpressurevariationatagivensurveystationwasobtainedwith thestaticprobe
whilemakingaspecialeffort to aligntheaxisof theprobewith theestimatedlocalstreamline.The
measuredlocalstaticandpitotpressureswerethenusedto calculatethelocalvelocity in the bound-
ary layer and wake using the equation:
U __ /2 (PT-Ps)p (1)
A local equivalent potential velocity was determined using the measured local static pressure
and a constant total pressure measured at the outside edge of wake and boundary layer at each sur-
vey station such that"
(2)
This velocity term was used to determine the wake/boundary-layer parameters as described
below. The relationships of these velocities are illustrated in figure A2.
In the present case, where there are large static-pressure variations in the transverse direction,
the ordinary definition of boundary-layer displacement and momentum thickness cannot be applied.
For this reason, the displacement thickness and momentum thickness were defined as follows:
--l-fo Displacement thickness - (pU)p [(pU)p -pU] dy
Momentum thickness - pU[Up-Uldy
(_--_ 2) p o
where subscript p indicates equivalent potential values.




Theaccuracyof thefinalcorrectedataislistedbelow.Theprobable rrorsarethose that exit









Cp +0.01q -+2.45 N/m 2 (+0.05 psf)
U +2.0 m/sec {%.5(_ fps)
o_ +0.1 °
Xo' Yo' Ax, G -+0.0001c
8f, <SiCe -+0.05 °
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TWO-DIMENSIONALITY
The degree of two-dimensionality is of particular importance when obtaining data to be used
as a standard for developing and evaluating two-dimensional theoretical methods. Phenomena that
affect two-dimensionality include:
• Flow separation in tile juncture of the model and test section wall
• Shedding of vorticity in the wall boundary layer
• Nonuniformity of the locations of boundary-layer transition and separation
• Longitudinal vortices in the model boundary layer
The effects of the first two phenomena are demonstrated in figure 9. In one case, the wall
boundary layer is allowed to separate due to the influences of the model pressure field. In tile other
case, the wall boundary layer is reenergized by tangential injection of high-energy air from discrete
slots located in the wind tunnel walls forward and along the model juncture. With wall boundary-
layer control applied, the full-span lift measured by the strain-gage balance and the center-span lift
calculated from center-span pressure distributions compare well. In the BLC-off case, the juncture
lift loss due to wall boundary-layer separation is represented by the difference in center-span and
full-span lift. In addition, there is an appreciable difference in center-span lift between the BLC-on
and BLC-off cases. This difference is due to an induced down wash created by juncture vortices
emanating from the separated juncture region.
The effects of BLC on spanwise surface pressures are presented in figure 10. The juncture lift
loss is evident at survey stations 2, 3, and 4 where the BLC-off pressures tend to become more posi-
tive as the wind tunnel walls are approached. The significant difference in pressure levels at stations
1, 2, and 3 reflects the effects of the induced down wash.
Since drag measurements have been made by strain-gage balance and by wake-drag surveys, the
downwash effect can readily be verified. For the BRWT test setup, the strain-gage drag measure-
ments include profile drag, induced drag, and turntable skin friction drag. The turntable drag has been
determined to be on the order of 0.01. Subtracting this and the wake drag measurements from the
strain-gage drag leaves only the induced drag. From induced-drag and lift measurements, the effective
aspect ratio and the center-span induced angle of attack have been determined from the relationship
CD i = _i CL = CL 2/2rr AR for wings with uniform lift distribution for the configuration presented in
figure 9. Typical aspect ratios of 56 and 9, and induced down-wash angles of 0.6 and 3.4 were cal-




discrepancyin center-spanlift nearstallisstill large.
Theeffectofjuncturevorticesondragisalsodemonstratedin figure9. Asthejuncturevortices
progressdownstream,theydrawin low-energyair fromthewake:hence,wakedragmeasurements




modelsA, B,andCarepresentedin figures12through14.Withtheexceptionof modelA, thetwo
lift measurementscomparewell.
Theboundary-layercharacteristicsof eachmodelwereobservedbyuseof chinaclay.In all
cases,thelocationof transitionwasfoundto beuniformacrossthespan.Localprematuretransition
doesoccurin narrowregionsfollowingflapsupportbracketsandin thevicinityof thewallBLCjets.
Flowvisualizationsof theleading-andtrailing-edgehigh-liftcomponentsof configurationDat
C{_max arepresentedin figures15through17.Figure15showsthetransitionlocationson the
leading-edgeslatandthemainairfoilcomponents.Themainairfoil transitionoccursat its leading
edge.Thetwodiscontinuitiesin theflowpatternoccurringat x/c= 0.2andx/c= 0,65areseamsat
whichthethreemainairfoilsegmentshatarejoinedtogether,Thefluid thatseepsinto theseseams
doesnotreadilyevaporateandgivestheappearanceof atransitionline.A closeupof theleading
edgeispresentedin figure16.Thedetailsof the transition zone are clearly visible as are the effects
of the slat 2 support brackets and the wall BLC jet. The transition locations on the trailing-edge flaps
are shown in figure 17. As in the case of the leading edge, the transition is uniform across the span of
each flap component with the exception of the local premature turbulence resulting from flap sup-
port brackets and wall BLC jets.
The effects of longitudinal vortices introduced by flap support brackets on wake drag measure-
ments was investigated. It was found that only the leading-edge support brackets produce significant
vortices. Spanwise surveys of wake drag are presented in figure 18 for several angles of attack for
configuration D, with and without leading-edge support brackets. In both cases, the trailing-edge
support brackets are in position. At all angles of attack except-4, the effects of the leading-edge
brackets appear very prominent. The effect on the averaged drag, however, is negligible, as shown in
figure 19. At angles of attack above 8 , the longitudinal vortices have a slightly favorable effect on
drag while below 8 the effect is adverse. They have no appreciable effect on lift and pitching
moments.
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TABLE 8.-DATA LOG-MODEL A
Force Pressure
















































a(x/C)trip U and (x/C)trip L = 0.1.
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cf /c =. 325
c'/c = 1.27
Cl.e./C =. 155
F3.2_cf /c = o325c_/c l, 33
N - Wing Leading Edge
W - Wing Spar
T - Basic Trailing Edge
C - Cove
L - Leading Edge Device
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Slot gap and overlap effect (6f = 20 ° )
Flap deflection angle variation
Boundary-layer study configuration
Slat 1 deflection angle variation
Slat 1 slot optimization
Flap angle combination at constant
6fe a (440)
Wing/vane-slot gap and overlap effects
( 6 feq = 440)
Vane/flap-slot gap and overlap effects
( 6feq = 44 °)
Flap deflection angle variation
Flap angle combination at constant
_feq (49°)
Wing/vane-slot gap and overlap effects
( 6feq = 49 °)
Low flap deflection angle study
(6re q = 150)
Low flap deflection without leading
edge device ( 6fe q 130)
Slat 2 deflection angle variation
Slat 2 slot optimization
Flap angle combination at constant
6f (46° )
eq
Wing/vane-slot gap and overlap effects
( 6f = 460)
eq
Vane/main-slot gap and overlap effects
( 6 feq = 460)
Main/aft-slot gap and overlap effects
(6 feq = 46°)
Flap angle combination at constant
6fe q (530)
Leading-edge device bracket effect
(6fe q = 16°)
Flap deflection angle variation
with slat 1
Low flap deflection without leading-
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Transition location, % of wing chord (see figs. 3,2-3.7)
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TA BL E B 1.- WA KE/BOUNDA R Y-LA YER TEST CONDI TIONS
Configuration N 1WC2F2. 2
(Basic nose and wing span with faired cove and single-slotted flap;
(_f = 20°; Ax/c = 0.01 ; and G/c = 0.02)
Tunnel conditions:
Moo = 0.201 and Re = 2.83x 106
Model flow conditions:
o( = O°and 4 °
8°
8.5 °
Boundary-layer transition at 43% chord on flap,
no separation
Boundary-layer transition at 42% chord on flap,
no separation
Flow separation on main wing
98




X, MEASURED FROM L.E. _ Cm
,1
7O
FIGURE B 1.- WA KE/BOUNDR Y-LA YER SUR VEY STATIONS
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